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The pandemic continued to dominate world-wide news in the fourth quarter of 
2020, and Globe-Miami was no different.  Nor was it different from many areas of 
the country this quarter in that Covid-19 cases had escalated significantly.  But 
unlike many places, the news was a great surprise here, particularly on the San 
Carlos Indian reservation, which earlier in the pandemic reported no cases.  The 
death toll rose, as did number of cases throughout the county, to the point that 
even in this small area, everyone knew someone who had contracted Covid-19, 
which made news of the pandemic personal and in-demand.  KQSS again this 
quarter made coverage of the virus its primary news and public service focus. 
 
Regularly scheduled local newscasts (seven in weekday mornings on the half hour, 
five in weekday afternoons between 3:30 and 5:30) continued to be expanded 
with the latest Covid-19 statistics (which are somewhat confusing as parts of the 
San Carlos Indian reservation fall within Gila County, while the remainder of the 
reservation is in Graham County.  The state reports of county totals include 
reservation statistics.  Gila County reports exclude reservation statistics.  And San 
Carlos reports include all numbers across the reservation, regardless of whether 
they fall in Gila or Graham county. KQSS strives to present these numbers in a 
concise, easy to understand manner).  Additionally, stories concerning available 
testing locally were treated as breaking news, and coverage of the coming vaccine 
was extensive.   
 
Pandemic related items continued to dominate KQSS’ public service 
announcements. However, details of multiple community functions unrelated to 
the virus also aired.  KQSS remains committed to airing a large amount of local 
public service announcements, all done in-house (as opposed to generically 
produced campaigns).  What follows is a sample of our coverage this quarter. 
 
This quarter brought good news for Mining, which translates to great news for 
Globe-Miami as mining remains the single biggest factor in the area’s economy. 
Profits and production were up, and plans for future growth were evident.  Stories 
reflecting the almost jubilant emotions of mining concerns included: 
10/23/20 Freeport 3Q20 profits up - 7A, 3min 

Freeport McMoRan's 3rd quarter 2020 earnings have been released.  The company had net income of 
$329 million.  That's up significantly form the second quarters $53 million.  Consolidated sales were 
848 million pounds of copper, 234 million ounces of gold and 20 million pounds of molybdenum.  The 
average price copper brought was $3.01 an ounce. Cost of production was only $1.32.  The average 
price gold brought was $1902 an ounce. Molybdenum brought $9.23 a pound.  FMM's cash flow for the 
third quarter was $1.2 billion, that's way up from the second quarter's $491 million. Consolidated debt 
was $10 billion, up from $9.4 billion in the 2nd quarter.  In Arizona, Morenci produce 187 million 



pounds of copper in the 3rd quarter, Bagdad:  58 million pounds; Green Valley: 49 billion; Safford: 42 
billion; and Miami 4 billion pounds of copper.  FMM complete it's $84 mil Lone Star project in Safford 
with production ramping up to 210 million pounds a year.   

10/30/20 Capstone cost of copper production .36 a pound! - 6A, 2min 
Capstone Mining, owner of the Pinto Valley Mine here and the Cozamin Mine in Southern Mexico 
announced a stunningly low cost of copper production at Cozamin-- only 36 cents a pound. The 
announcement was part of the release of the company's 3rd Quarter 2020 results.  .36 cents is record 
low cost of production at Cozamin and probably every mining company world wide, and was driven by 
higher grades of copper, higher production volume, and reduced operation development.  Other 
3Q2020 results for Capstone include a net income of $2.3mil (compared to $4.3mil 2Q2020); cash 
flow of $44.9 mil (compared to $45.2 mil 2Q); and revenue of $130.5mil due to higher sales and a 
draw down of inventory at Pinto Valley, which produced 27.9mil pounds of copper in the 3rd quarter 
(Cozamin produced 10.6 million pounds).  Selling cost of copper was $3.13 a pound, production cost 
at Pinto Valley was $2.38 a pound. Net debt is at $163.1mil (compared to 165.5 in the 2nd quarter). 

11/5/20 Grupo Mexico has good news on 3Q financial results – 6A, 3:45min 
Grupo Mexico, owner of the Asarco project near Hayden and the Ray mine near Kearny, in addition to 
mining holdings in Texas, Mexico and South America as well as controller of most of the Mexican 
trucking and railroad industries announced consolidated 3rd Quarter 2020 profits of $718 mil US, 
which is p 28.1% over the 2nd Quarter. Consolidated revenue was $2.83 billion US, up 17.7% from 
the previous quarter, mainly due to the 21% price hike in copper and 19% price hike in zinc during 
the quarter.  Copper brought the company $2.68 per pound, costing .81 to produce.  Average price for 
gold: $1,735 an ounce, molybdenum $8.58 per pound, and silver $19.33 an ounce.  Transportation 
dropped 16.4% from last quarter.  Even with the work stoppage from Covid-19 and the strike of 1500 
Arizona workers since October 2019, the company thrives.  This past July, when 6 unions dropped 
picket lines, striking workers began to be rehired, but the company which hired replacement workers 
said the rehiring was contingent upon openings in strikers’ former positions, that replacements would 
not be hired. For now, it appears that Grupo Mexico's stance of not giving in to strike demands is 
paying off for them, but not for local workers. 

11/11/20 Pinto Valley remains a strong presence in Miami – 7A, 3:45min 
Pinto Valley open pit copper mine west of Miami, employing 500-600 local workers is looking at 
different ways to improve production. Owner Capstone of Vancouver Canada told stockholders that the 
company is studying several expansion scenarios, all using existing assets only rather than ew 
infrastructure. A current study is assessing higher mining rates and grades.  Column leach work will be 
conducted next year.  A new core flotation technology which the company believes could reduce 
copper loss up to 50% will also be tested.  Assuming positive results, it would boost overall recovery 
by 6% wile lowering grinding, water and energy costs.  As of October 27th, the company had spent in 
Miami $17 mil in crushing and mill equipment, with completion expected in July 2021; $10 mil in 
conveyer mill auto controls, cyclone packs and tailings, with planned completion the third quarter of 
2021.  $6 mil in third quarter upgrades were spent this year, in addition to money spent on worker 
safety in the 2nd quarter of 2020.   

12/9/20 Florence Copper gets its ADEQ permit – 6A, 1:30min 
The ADEQ granted Florence Copper its Aquifer Protection Permit. Owner Tasco announces that the 
issuance is a key milestone in the advancement of the project.  EPA permitting is on track, and an 
Underground Injection Control Permit should be issued early next year.  Once full production is 
underway at the project the Town of Florence fought so hard to stop, 245 high paying on site jobs will 
be offered.   

12/11/20 Update on Copper Fox Miami Project - 7A, 1min 
Calgary, CA based Copper Fox, owner of the Van Dyke Project under Miami, with over 1,000 acres of 
mineral rights is nearing completion of its preliminary study.   Over the next few months, Copper Fox 
expects results on studies of their projects throughout Arizona, positioning the company next year to 
develop a forward strategy which should result in Miami jobs. 

12/17/20 Freeport reviews 2020 and plans for 2021 - 6A, 1:30min  
Longtime Freeport McMoRan CEO Richard Atkerson, 73, says he has no interest in retiring and is 
expecting a big 2021 with copper volumes expected to expand by 20% and gold by 70%, with lower 
operating costs.  Copper is currently at a 7-year high. Gold is within 10% of it's peak.  FMM battled 
Covid-19 in 2020, but expects to be back in full production by the end of the year.  Copper is currently 
at $3.56 a pound, gold at $1868 an ounce, and silver at $20.46 an ounce. 

 



Though mining brought only good news, coverage of the Economy and 
Unemployment was consistent with what is happening throughout the state and 
country.  The pandemic is having an undeniable impact locally. The extent of that 
impact remains murky as local prospects for employment and business have been 
disappointing for decades. While uplifting mining news was encouraging, put into 
the perspective that mining prospects are a fraction of what they once were, 
nobody here sees it as an economic cure-all. The general opinion is that business 
has long been bad, and it’s worse now, but some how we’ll survive. Businesses 
continued to close, but the quarter brought scattered business openings as well, 
including a new restaurant.  By the end of the quarter, the City of Globe revealed 
a much-needed grant program, with cash awards expected by mid January.  
Related stories this quarter included: 
10/6/20 Southern Gila County is set to be woefully undercounted in the census - 7A, 2min 

A court order extends the US Census count through the end of this month, and if this area is any 
indication, it's badly needed.  Overall Arizona's self-reporting rate is 63%, which is lower than most 
states, but it's a lot higher than the figures seen locally.  Only 38% of Miami households, 56% of 
Globe households, and a stunning 17% of households on the San Carlos Reservation have self-
reported.  Door to door census takers have been attempting to pick up the slack, but the rates are still 
low enough to be a danger to federal funding and representation.  Continual mentions on KQSS and 
KJAA of the importance of the census is broadcast, and several public events have been held, but will 
the month-long extension make a difference? 

10/15/20 Arizona jobless rate lower than the US as a whole - 7A, 1min 
Governor Doug Ducey announced Arizona's jobless rate for September is 6.7%. Not only is that lower 
than the state's August total of 7.9%, but it's also lower than the overall US jobless rate for 
September, which was stood at 7.9%, down from 8.4% in August.  The Arizona labor force increased 
151,727, with a 4% increase in September compared to a year ago.  

11/9/20 Large tract of nearby land sold to Texas developer - 7A, 1min 
D.R. Horton, a major Texas home developer with over 8,800 employees, and annual revenue of $18.8 
billion, was the successful bidder in a recent raw land auction. D.R. Horton will pay the state of 
Arizona $245.5 million for 2,783 acres south west of Apache Junction near Elliot and Meridian.  The 
area is rapidly growing, but broadband infrastructure is sorely lacking.  

12/4/20 Lucid Motors completes first phase of its $700 million car plant - 7A, 2min 
You normally wouldn't think of Saudi Arabia as the underwriter of an electric car company, but that's 
the case in nearby Pinal County where Lucid Motors has just announced the completion of Phase 1- 
two buildings totaling 999,000 square feet.  By 2028,  the company expects to have 5.1 million square 
feet of manufacturing space in Casa Grande.  Production begins this spring with an expected 30,000 
cars a year. In its final form, manufacturing capacity will be 400,000 vehicles a year. The project is 
located on a 590-acre site owned by Pinal County, which raised bond money to buy the property which 
it leases back to Lucid Motors. In 5 years, Lucid has the option to buy the property outright. The first 
car, which will be out in 2021 is an SUV known as Project Gravity. 

12/18/20 Arizona now lags the overall US figures in unemployment - 7A, 1min 
Just two months ago, Governor Ducey was proud of Arizona's 6.7% jobless rate for September, 
compared with 7.9% for the us.  For October, Arizona's rate rose to equal the US at 7.9%. Today the 
November figures were released and little has changed for the state. Arizona's rate is 7.8%.  Total 
persons employed in Arizona is 3,302,180.  Total receiving unemployment benefits in the state is 
280,541. 

12/28/20 Local Covid-19 relief grant for City of Globe businesses - 7A, 2min 
Businesses located within the city of Globe that have been impacted by the coronavirus are eligible for 
a Local First Arizona grant.  The city has budgeted $150,000 in support of the program.  Deadline to 
apply is 1/4/2020.  Businesses must have a physical business location (not working out of home), 10 
or less employees an active City of Globe license and be able to stay open for the next six months, 
among other criteria. The city was previously awarded close to $850,000 in grant money, which was 
restricted to use for public safety and health. The grant stipulated that the amount saved on such 



expenses be allocated to the general fund for use directed by the city council.  Businesses operating in 
the Globe area that have a license, but are physically outside the city limits do not qualify. 

 
The pandemic has gone far to shed light on Globe-Miami’s lacking Infrastructure, 
and from that perspective, it may ultimately be seen as having had a positive 
impact, particularly with regard to Broadband.  Half a decade ago, the City of 
Globe’s 20-year plan didn’t even include the word “broadband”.  When called to 
the City Manager’s attention, his reaction that he had bigger issues to worry 
about, was startling. He’s long gone, but the present pandemic proves his 
assertations to be false.  Nothing is more critical to rural areas today than reliable, 
high speed internet connectivity.  And encouragingly this quarter, the county 
recognized it!   

Blight continues to be shocking here, and the unseen associated Utilities 
problem—lack of a sewer system for large portions of the area—continues to 
endanger properties.  The woes of the Tri-City Sanitary District are well known— 
formed well over a decade ago and arguably no closer to a sewer system than the 
area was before its creation, and the potential result of hundreds of homes being 
rendered uninhabitable should their cesspools fail is also top of mind; but new 
light has been shed on the inner-workings of the TRSD this quarter. One shock to 
the community was that long-standing TRSD attorney Bill Clemmens abruptly 
resigned his lucrative involvement. Resignations also were made by board 
members. And information steadily trickled out about money— that which has 
been paid to contractors for plans with questionable viability, and that which is 
needed. The elusive bridge loan required before USDA funding will begin is no 
closer to reality than it was last quarter.  

Travel to the Valley on Highway 60, virtually a necessity for various reasons 
including medical, continued to be a vexing proposition, and on top of the Pinto 
Creek Bridge replacement project (which many here see as an unwise expenditure 
because a 2-lane bridge is being replaced with another 2-lane bridge), news that 
the same fate—and associated long traffic delays—may befall another Highway 60 
bridge, was not met with pleasure.  Stories this quarter included: 
10/5/20 Expect traffic delays east of Globe - 6A, 1min 

Traveling weekdays on Hwy 70 east of Globe will take motorists longer than expected as ADOT 
announces a two-month chip sealing, lane marking, shoulder building and center rumble strip laying 
project starting today between Pima and Bylas on the Reservation.  Traffic will be down to one lane in 
alternating directions, using pilot cars and flaggers-- so plan for at least a 15-minute delay. 

10/16/20 $30 million bridge project proposed on Hwy 60 - 7A, 2:00min 
While many locals complain about the delays associated with the Pinto Creek Bridge Replacement 
project currently underway on Highway 60 near Miami, which includes full road closures, lane 
restrictions to one lane disrupting travel for up to half an hour as pilot cars guide alternating traffic, 
and other delays, all to replace a 2-lane bridge with a 2-lane bridge, now ADOT is planning to replace 
the Queen Creek Bridge, a 2-lane bridge also on Highway 60, near Superior, with another 2-lane 
bridge.  ADOT contends the structural integrity of the bridges, over 70 years old is outdated.  Local 
residents are asked to submit their comments, and the hope is that those talking among neighbors 
about it will tell the state what they think of another multi million-dollar project delaying travel the 
only viable route to the valley.  ADOT expects to begin the project in 2022. 

10/24/20 Areas of the Tonto Forest ordered to close again - 6A, 1min 
The reopening of the Tonto Forest areas affected by the recent Bush Fire has been rescinded by the 
forest service over weather concerns. Damage to the forest was extensive and flash flooding is a likely 



bi-product of rains.  With inclement weather expected this weekend, visitors are advised to vacate the 
closure area now.  The closure will be in effect until March 15th.  Fires have affected areas of the 
Tonto near Globe considerably this year, and that's why Stage 1 fire restrictions will remain in place 
throughout the coming winter, which is usually a time when residents feel free to resume all activities. 
Stage 1 restrictions include no outside smoking or burning including charcoal grills.  Gas grills are 
acceptable. 

10/27/20 The beleaguered TRSD - Bill Clemens resigns - 7A, 2min 
Questions about why the long-standing lawyer for the TRSD makes over $100,000 a year from the 
district which after a decade has still not even begun the building phase are no more. Attorney Bill 
Clemens has resigned. His resignation comes when many in the community are voicing concern over 
whether the sewer system will ever be a reality.  The TRSD has still not been able to find bridge loan, 
necessary for construction to begin, board seats are open, and questions mount. 

11/10/20 Cobre Valley Water Forum focuses on forests & watersheds - 7A, 1:30min 
There's a virtual water forum that will be held online Wednesday and Thursday.  Arizona being in the 
desert faces water issues continually.  As more people move to the state, questions about where 
future water will be found intensify, not to mention the importance to the environment.  Water 
management is critical for healthy forests and watersheds, which are the focus of this forum.  It's free, 
and there's still time to register. 

12/10/20 Broadband survey critical to Gila County - 7A, 3min 
The upside of the pandemic is that focus is finally on the lacking broadband infrastructure here.  To 
combat that, Connect Gila County has been formed to bring world-class broadband here.  But the 
definition of broadband varies significantly, as do internet requirements of cities, businesses and 
residents. Thus, the starting point for Connect Gila is the determination of what is available now, and 
what entities here desire. This survey is preliminary, with a focus on what people are willing to pay. 

 
Education and Healthcare here continued to be linked directly to coverage of 
Covid-19, which as previously noted, is extensive on KQSS.  Hundreds of stories 
aired this quarter, multiple times each day, to the point that it would be redundant 
to list them here.  But a couple significant trends—that free Covid-19 testing was 
more available, and that a vaccine was expected to be available in early 2021—
were notable and reflected in the entries below.  
11/12/20 New Covid-19 test available at no charge this weekend - 7A, 1:30min 

For the first time in Gila County, the new saliva tests are available. There's no cost but in order to 
streamline the process, participants must schedule appointments in advance on the Arizona 
Department of Health website.  The entire process from sign in to exit should take about 20 minutes.  
Masks and social distancing is required. Tests will be at High Desert Middle School on Saturday from 8 
to noon.  The testing is done in partnership with ASU, which is launching new test sites throughout the 
state for rural communities. 

12/15/20 Safford unable to offer Pfizer vaccine - 6A, 1min 
The health director for Graham County is hoping that once the FDA gives approval for the Moderna 
vaccine that Safford and other communities in the county can use it.  Although Pfizer's vaccine is 
available there are two issues with it for the county.  One is the extremely cold temperature required 
for storage which can not be achieved locally. The other is that the vaccines come in batches of 1,000 
and the county would be unable to deploy that many vaccines before the lot expired.  Hope is on 
Moderna as Graham County is currently at an 11% positivity rate with 3 deaths in the past few days. 

12/16/20 Glia County planning strategic vaccine deployment - 7A, 2:30min 
Unlike Graham County, Gila County feels confident it can properly use the Pfizer vaccine, which is 
expected to be available here in the first quarter of 2021, but in order to do so, strategy is necessary.   
That's why Gila County is deploying another anonymous survey.  Recently local residents were asked 
how likely they were to get the vaccine if it was available. Now they are asking residents a few more 
questions, in what is still a very brief survey.  How likely are you to have your children vaccinated (if 
you have any) and what locations are most convenient for you to be vaccinated, are among the 
queries. It's the county's hope to be ready to hit the ground immediately once the vaccine arrives. 

 
 



Normally in a presidential Election year, political talk would dominate the news.  
The palpable disparity between Trump supporters and those for Biden should have 
made that even more true this year.  But the pandemic had other plans. Political 
talk was minimal, and while posters lining streets were visible proof an election 
was imminent, political advertising was lower than expected.   

The Voting issues plaguing so many areas were virtually non-existent here.  
Vote by mail is a long-established process in Arizona with voters required to 
request a mail-in ballot by signing a form. Non-existent voters are a non-issue.  
And over 70% of Gila County voters traditionally request ballots each election (or 
are on the permanent list for mail-in ballots).  This year, a third of mail-in voters 
in the county returned their ballots within a week of receiving them.   

The results of the election here showed a significant trend of favoring 
republicans, from the president to those seeking local office.  But the re-election of 
one republican residing in Globe was a surprise:  David Cook.  Widespread 
publicity of the state representative’s history of inappropriate behavior swayed 
local voters to cast ballots for his opponents.  But the district he represents is 
much larger than Globe-Miami, and when the votes were tallied for the full district, 
he was in first place. 
 Local Government was in the news with the firing on Miami Town Manager 
Joe Heatherly at the start of the quarter, surprising many who saw Heatherly as 
the first manager to bring the town in compliance with state and federal 
mandates. By the end of the quarter, a replacement with impressive credentials 
was named.  Stories this quarter included: 
10/1/20 Miami Town Manager Joe Heatherly terminated - 7A, 2min 

In what was a surprise to the public but not to town employees, town manager Joe Heatherly has 
been abruptly terminated.  It is no secret that Heatherly is disliked by town employees, but it is also 
evident that unlike previous managers, Heatherly got the town back on track. Financial audits when he 
arrived were years out of date, and now they are current, for example.  Disputes with the mayor of 
Miami were well known, including Heatherly locking the mayor out of town offices, ostensibly in the 
name of Covid-19 protections.  The official reason for the termination was violation of various town 
policies, but the undercurrent goes much deeper than that.   

10/8/20 Voter Registration Deadline extended-- or is it?  7A, 2:30min 
The Arizona Secretary of State announces an extension in the deadline for registering to vote. It was 
October 5th and by court order it is now October 23rd, but the order is facing an appeal from the 
Republican Party, so the Secretary urges people who have not registered and want to do so, to do it 
now.  In Gila County, the Recorders office will be mailing 25,000 early ballots today.  They ask that 
early voters fill them out and return them as early as possible, either by mail in the postage-paid 
envelope provided or in person at the Recorder's office in Globe.  For voting in person on November 
3rd, Globe voters go to the Globe Elks Lodge; Miami and Claypool voters go to Miami High (this 
includes Central Heights).  San Carlos voters go to the Rice School.  Copper Basin voters to go the 
Hayden-Winkleman School.  Roosevelt voters go to the Roosevelt Baptist Church, and Tonto Basin 
voters go to the local Chamber of Commerce. 

10/14/20 Registration deadline changed again, it’s tomorrow – 7A, 5min 
The original deadline to register to vote in the November 3rd general election was October 5th   A 
lawsuit was filed, and the court extended the deadline to October 23rd.  Republicans filed a suit over 
the extended deadline and yesterday the court revised it again.  Now the deadline to register to vote 
is tomorrow, November 15th.  Early voting is currently underway.  Here’s what is on the ballot:  Globe 
School Board, five candidates, the top three of which will serve:  Jacque Sanders, Lisa Brown 
Quintero, Christine Carlson, Anthony Hernandez, and write in candidate Anna Harmon James.  Gila 
County Sheriff: incumbent Adam Shepherd vs Chris Bender.   Gila County Treasurer:  Debi Savage vs 
Monica Wolfoth. Gila County Supervisor District 2:  Tim Humphrey vs Fred Barcon.  Gila County 



Supervisor District 3: Woody Kline vs Bernadette Kniffen.  AZ House District 8 (2 out of 3): David 
Cook, Frank Pratt & Sharon Gerard and a write in candidate from Phoenix. State Senate District 8: 
Barbara McGuire & TJ Shope.  President of US: Trump vs Biden.  US Senator: Martha McSally vs Mark 
Kelly.  US Representative District 1: Tom O’Halleran vs Tiffany Shedd.  8 candidates for Corporation 
Commissioner.   AZ supreme court, 3 incumbent justices.  8 incumbent judges for AZ Court of 
Appeals. and 3 incumbent judges for Court of Appeals Division 2. Proposition 207 is to legalize 
marijuana, and Proposition 208 is to add a 3.5% tax surcharge to anyone making over $250,000 a 
year to fund education.  

10/22/2020 Over a third of Gila County early ballots returned in under a week - 6A, 2min 
Thera are 35,016 registered voters in Gila County.  25,488 requested early ballots. They were mailed 
last week.  Now, less than a week later more than 1/3rd have already been returned.  Early voting in 
person goes on through October 30th. Ballots can be mailed through November3rd, but s they've got 
to arrive no later than November 3rd, it's better to take completed ballots to one of the county's 
secure drop boxes.  Voting can also be done in person at the Recorder's office, or on election day at 
any of the poling places.  If you requested an early ballot however, you'll need to bring it with you to 
vote in person. 

11/13/2020 Election results, counting continues - 7A, 2min 
The Arizona Secretary of State announced this week with all precincts accounted for, vote counting 
continues. However, state and federal races affecting the local area, results are known.  In AZ State 
Senate District 8, republican incumbent TJ Shope with 50,352 votes defeated democrat Barbara 
McGuire with 35,810.  The surprise to local residents was the victory of State House District 8 
representative David Cook. Though Cook is local to Globe, his personal record has been tarnished by 
multiple well published stories. The republican was not a victor in Gila County.  But the district is much 
broader than the local area, and in the two out of three tallies, he came out on top with 44,884 votes. 
In second place was fellow republican incumbent Frank Pratt with 43,597 votes.  Trailing the pack was 
Casa Grande democrat Sharon Girard with 37,237 votes, in spite of consistent advertising here.   In 
the US House District 1, democrat incumbent Tom O'Halleran was reelected with 186,709 votes to 
republican challenger Tiffany Shedd's 174,471.   Former District 1 rep, democrat Ann Kirkpatrick, now 
resides in District 2, where she defeated republican challenger Martin Brandon, 203,981 votes to 
162,703.  Another former local politician US House District 4 representative Paul Gosar defeated his 
democrat opponent handily. 

11/25/20 Four candidates interviewing for Miami Town Manager - 7A, 3min 
The field of candidates is narrowed down and interviews are taking place this week.  They are Eric 
Duthie, the former Hayden Police Chief and City Manager of Huachuca; John Schempt, a Dartmouth 
graduate with a masters in strategic planning who most recently was running the Superstition 
Mountain Museum, and is a former town manager (Clifton & interim manager for Mammoth);  Micah 
Gaudet, Executive Director for the Nogales Housing Authority; and Stacey Bristow of Rio Verde. 

12/14/20 Micah Gaudet to be Miami's next Town Manager - 7A, 1min 
An agenda item on tonight's Town of Miami Meeting of the Mayor and Council is to approve an 
employment agreement with Micah Gaudet as the town's new manager.  Gaudet, a decorated combat 
vet holds an MA in public management from Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, and a BS in 
Economics with a minor in Criminal Justice from Middle Tennessee State University in Murfreesboro, 
TN.   

KQSS enhances its public service presence with three long form nationally 
produced shows chosen for their coverage of issues impacting the local area.  
Unlike stations that choose to bury required public interest programs, KQSS is 
proud to offer an hour and a half long block of this information in morning drive on 
Saturdays. 

Health Care is an issue of critical importance to all Americans.  Not only is cost a 
factor for most people, in rural areas like Globe-Miami in particular, availability is 
an issue, from where to find care to what treatment options exist.  Radio Health 
Journal is a weekly half hour program dealing with all facets of health care from 



scientific to sociological.  This quarter, here are the topics covered and the time 
and date the programs ran: 

Saturday October 3, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: FOOD INSECURITY IN 2020 12:54 
Synopsis: An estimated 35 million people were food insecure last year, and the dislocations due to COVID-19 
have made it much worse now. Experts discuss the health consequences of hunger, the strategies families are 
using to cope with economic dislocation, and one local effort typical of new volunteer programs to feed hungry 
children in need. Compliancy issues covered: public health; hunger and food insecurity; economics; poverty; 
children at risk; education; volunteerism; federal government 
 
SEGMENT 2: VIRTUAL CLINICAL TRIALS 7:12 
Synopsis: Researchers see the new acceptance of telemedicine as an opportunity during clinical trials. Along 
with Zoom visits, numerous sensors on participants could provide constant monitoring of health conditions 
without traveling to see doctors, making control better. Compliancy issues covered: health care; public health; 
science and technology 
 
 
Saturday October 10, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: WILL WE BE READY FOR A COVID VACCINE? 13:31 
Synopsis: A COVID-19 vaccine is on the horizon, but while billions have been spent on its development, little 
has been spent on distribution and there are still many unanswered questions. Experts discuss how vaccine 
distribution might be carried out, how long it’s likely to take, and the steps needed to make it work.  
Compliancy issues covered: public health; prevention; consumerism; federal and state government 
 
SEGMENT 2: SEARING PAIN IN THE FACE: TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA 6:37 
A searing, stabbing pain on one side of the face can be so severe it’s sometimes called “the suicide disease,” 
and may evade diagnosis. Trigeminal neuralgia is often caused by a throbbing artery in contact with nerves at 
the base of the brain. Treatment can be difficult though often ultimately successful. Two experts discuss.  
Compliancy issues covered: health care; senior citizens; disability 
 
 
Saturday October 17, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: “PERFECT PITCH” 12:16 
Synopsis:  The ability to "know" the musical pitch of any sound has traditionally been thought to be learnable 
only at a very early age through musical training. But new research shows perfect pitch is teachable to adults 
as well. Experts discuss the implications on all forms of learning.  Compliancy issues covered: education and 
learning; adult education 
 
SEGMENT 2: ORGAN THIEVES: THE FIRST HUMAN HEART TRANSPLANT IN THE SOUTH 7:43 
Synopsis: In the race to perform the first human-to-human heart transplant, ethical corners were sometimes 
cut. An investigative journalist explains how a black man’s heart was harvested without his family’s consent 
for the first human heart transplant in the South, and how incidents such as this help to explain ongoing 
African-American distrust of medicine. Compliancy issues covered: health care; technology; discrimination and 
racism; ethics 
 
 
Saturday October 24, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1:  PLANETARY HEALTH 12:02 
Synopsis:  The new scientific field of planetary health seeks to analyze how humans are influencing the planet, 
which in turn rebounds to affect humans. The field encompasses more than environmental science and 



ecology, and helps to explain pandemics and other illnesses, mass migration, food consumption, and other 
public health factors. Two experts explain. Compliancy issues covered: environment; pollution; public health; 
politics; immigration; natural disasters 
 
SEGMENT 2: THE MANY KINDS OF GRIEF 8:02 
Synopsis: Grief can come from the loss of anything important to us—a loved one, a job, a home, a status in 
the community. Today many people are suffering from unresolved grief, since there are no rituals to ease 
these forms of grief and prohibitions against large gatherings such as funerals. An expert discusses the many 
forms of grief and how we can get through them. Compliancy issues covered: public health; mental health 
 
 
Saturday October 31, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1:  MEMORY CARE FARM ANIMALS: HELPFUL MENAGERIES 12:02 
Synopsis:  Some nursing homes with a large number of patients with dementia have found that farm animals 
on-site and even in rooms can be helpful in raising spirits and reducing the need for medications. A therapist 
and program director at one such nursing home discusses how llamas, chickens, goats and mini horses have 
found a home, to the benefit of residents. Compliancy issues covered: senior citizens and elderly; health care; 
pets and people; education; family issues; agriculture 
 
SEGMENT 2: BLACK LUNG DISEASE: STILL ALL TOO PRESENT 8:02 
Synopsis: Black lung disease among coal miners is often thought of as a relic of the past, thanks to 
environmental laws. The disease is completely preventable, but a distinguished reporter and author has still 
found plenty of it among today’s miners. He discusses his findings and why it’s still going on.  Compliancy 
issues covered: public health; health care; employment and workplace issues; environment; federal 
government 
 
 
Saturday November 7, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1:  TIME BLINDNESS 12:32 
Synopsis:  Someone who is always late for everything and never finishes any project on time is often labeled 
as irresponsible, lazy, or purposely insulting. But they may be suffering from a brain abnormality called time 
blindness that’s often a part of ADHD, with often sad consequences. Experts discuss.  Compliancy issues 
covered: disabilities; health care; employment; education; parenting issues 
 
SEGMENT 2: HOW DEEP ARE THE DIFFERENCES OF LEFT HANDERS? 7:42 
Synopsis:  Handedness is a central part of a person’s identity. Left-handers are often seen as somehow 
different than the rest of us, and over history they’ve been stereotyped as more quirky, intelligent, and 
sinister than righties. Science shows that some labels are likely to be true. Experts discuss where handedness 
comes from, and what differences truly result.  Compliancy issues covered: American culture; consumerism 
 
Saturday November 14, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1:  THE EFFECTS OF 2020 STRESS 12:42 
Synopsis:  2020 has produced an ongoing barrage of stressful events, and psychologists say the months of 
strain have started to show in both physical and mental breakdowns among increasing numbers of people. 
Three mental health professionals discuss the signs that a person is in trouble, and what they can do to get 
through these difficult times intact. Compliancy issues covered: health care; public health; mental health; 
youth at risk; substance abuse 
 
SEGMENT 2: MUSIC THERAPY 7:23 
Synopsis:  some people are finding relief from mental health issues through music therapy, a combination of 
psychotherapy and music-making. A noted music therapist describes what the practiced is and how it works.  
Compliancy issues covered: mental health; culture and the arts; domestic violence 
 
 



Saturday November 21, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1:  WHERE CAN WE GATHER? THE ZOOM THANKSGIVING 13:09 
Synopsis:  Getting together with family and friends over the holidays will be different this year due to COVID-
19 precautions for families and governmental restrictions on restaurants and bars. The hospitality industry 
complains it’s unfairly targeted, but data shows it’s a COVID hotspot. Yet families in homes can repeat some 
of the same errors. Experts discuss how to keep gatherings safe and the consequences if we don’t.  
Compliancy issues covered: public health; family issues; public safety; hospitality industry; consumerism; 
health industry and health care; state and local government 
 
SEGMENT 2: “FLAT HEAD SYNDROME” 6:33 
Synopsis:  Since the beginning of the “baby on back” movement to reduce sudden infant death syndrome, 
many more infants are developing misshapen heads with a flat spot in one place. An expert discusses whether 
this is serious, how it can be treated with a helmet-like device, and how it might be prevented.  Compliancy 
issues covered: consumerism; health care; youth at risk; parenting issues 
 
 
Saturday November 28, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1:  MOMS RELEASED FROM PRISON 13:45 
Synopsis:  Women are the fastest-growing prison population, but when they’re released, they face far more 
barriers to successful reintegration into society than men, especially if they have children. Experts and a 
former inmate running a new program for moms in prison discuss barriers and ways to overcome them.  
Compliancy issues covered: criminal justice system; prisons; women’s issues; crime; children at risk; housing 
 
SEGMENT 2: THE SURPRISING ORIGINS OF CHEMOTHERAPY IN WORLD WAR II 6:21 
Synopsis:  Chemotherapy has saved millions of lives, but its origins date to the chemical warfare agent 
mustard gas. A secret shipment of the gas was released in Italy after the bombing of a US ship in World War 
II. An investigative reporter details how doctors turned death and tragedy to the lifesaver we know today.  
Compliancy issues covered: federal government and military; technology 
 
 
Saturday December 5, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1:  SHOULD WE REPORT “BAD PARENTS?” 12:31 
Synopsis: Just about anyone can report a parent to a child abuse hotline. It’s meant to protect children, but 
often, parents are reported when no abuse or neglect exists in order to retaliate for a divorce or some other 
grievance. Some parents are reported for merely letting children play outside or walk to school without an 
adult in attendance, what was once thought of as normal. Some activists say this robs children of 
independence. An expert and a woman who went through an unjustified child abuse investigation discuss.  
Compliancy issues covered: youth at risk; child abuse and neglect; child welfare system; police and justice 
system; child safety and public safety; family issues 
 
SEGMENT 2: NERVE GROWTH FACTORS: NEW HOPE FOR TBI’S, MS, ALS? 7:39 
Synopsis: Unlike most cells in the human body, the central nervous system cannot repair itself. People who 
suffer brain or spinal cord injuries, or neurological disorders such as MS and ALS have few alternatives. A 
neurological researcher describes how he has discovered previously unknown nerve growth factors that could 
someday allow such injuries and diseases to heal.  Compliancy issues covered: health care; public health; 
disabilities 
 
 
Saturday December 12, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1:  FROM NOW UNTIL THE VACCINE 13:00 
Synopsis: New COVID-19 vaccines won’t be available for most people until spring, and the months until then 
may have a staggering cost in lives and illness. A noted infectious disease expert discusses probable time lines 
and events between now and the vaccine’s availability, and how adherence to social distancing and masking 



could change outcomes. Compliancy issues covered: public health; public safety; federal and state 
government; Constitutional rights 
 
SEGMENT 2: WHAT’S UP WITH HICCUPS? 7:25 
Synopsis:  Hiccups are annoying and uncomfortable, and doctors don’t know why we (and most other species) 
get them. An expert explains what we know about what hiccups are and why most home remedies actually 
work.  Compliancy issues covered: consumerism; health care; pop culture 
 
 
Saturday December 19, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1:  THE GOOD AND THE BAD OF MEDICAL CROWDFUNDING 12:11 
Synopsis:  Medical campaigns account for a third of monies raised on crowdfunding sites like GoFundMe, and 
many people who’ve fallen through the holes of the safety net have been helped this way. But studies show 
that fraud is rampant in crowdfunding, with fake patients and medical providers who are all too eager to take 
money for worthless treatment. Experts discuss these issues and the need for regulation.  Compliancy issues 
covered: health care; consumerism; consumer protection; online fraud; federal government and regulation 
 
SEGMENT 2:  NAVIGATING A COVID CHRISTMAS 8:02 
Synopsis:  This holiday season will be unlike any we’ve ever had before, with “loss” as a major theme—loss of 
little things such as routines as well as big ones. Two experts weigh in on how families can navigate this 
season while keeping it festive.  Compliancy issues covered: consumerism; pop culture; mental health; 
children and youth at risk 
 
 
Saturday December 26, 2020 7:00-7:30AM 
 
SEGMENT 1:  PANCREATIC CANCER 11:01 
Synopsis:  Pancreatic cancer is increasing, and soon to be the second leading cancer killer, since it is rarely 
detected in early stages. Two physicians discuss pancreatic cancer and its symptoms, as well as their research 
into methods to find the disease in earlier stages.  Compliancy issues covered: health care; consumerism; 
technology 
 
SEGMENT 2:  BROKE: PATIENTS OPEN UP ABOUT MONEY WOES 8:57 
Synopsis: Millions of Americans are in financial straits due to COVID layoffs and furloughs. A doctor describes 
how he gets patients to talk about why they’re in trouble and what they do about it to create an eye-opening 
portrait.  Compliancy issues covered: consumerism; economics; poverty; employment and unemployment 
 
Radio Health Journal is produced by MediaTracks.  Guest information for each of the above segments is 
available at www.radiohealthjournal.net. 
 
 
Viewpoints is a weekly half hour program devoted to difficult social issues.    
Topics are wide ranging, such religion in prison, or parenting transgender teens.  
This quarter, the following programs aired: 
 
Saturday October 3, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: COVID TESTING ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES 6:59 
Synopsis: The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has developed a quick and affordable saliva-based 
test that makes it possible for students, faculty and staff to get checked twice a week for COVID-19. We speak 
with one of its creators, Dr. Martin Burke about the largescale implementation of this method and the 
upcoming challenges with flu season quickly approaching. Compliancy Issues Covered: Higher Education, 
Public Health, Science, Technology, Immunology. 
 
 



SEGMENT 2: INSIDE U.S. COLLEGE ADMISSIONS 12:05 
Synopsis: How will COVID-19 change the college admissions process? Will more students stay close to home? 
Will standardized tests be a thing of the past? Journalist, Jeffrey Selingo spent a year embedded in three 
college admissions offices and joins Viewpoints this week to share his insights and how this pandemic will alter 
higher education for good. Compliancy Issues Covered: Higher Education, Literature, Testing, Writing, 
Parenting. 
 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: REVISITING THE GERMAN NETFLIX SERIES, “DARK” 2:35 
Synopsis: Seasons one, two and three of “Dark” are now streaming on Netflix. The highly rated show has an 
intricate plot that’s sometimes hard to follow but its ultimately worth the watch. Compliancy Issues Covered: 
Culture, Television, Streaming 
 
 
Saturday October 10, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: THE LIFE OF A MODERN PRIVATE EYE 10:30 
Synopsis: The field of private investigation is rapidly changing. And not entirely for the good. We speak with 
Tyler Maroney – a journalist turned private eye about the evolution of the industry and the role tech-savvy 
investigators play in influencing and providing transparency to governments, corporate entities, criminal 
justice lawyers and other sectors. Compliancy Issues Covered: Career, Technology, Investigation, 
Government, Data Analysis, Research, Finance, Criminal Justice 
 
SEGMENT 2: WHY IS ENGLISH SO HARD TO LEARN? 8:18 
Synopsis: We all know the rule: “I before E, except after C,” but it’s not applicable in “weird” or “science” or 
many other words. The English language has many exceptions to its rules and these irregularities make it a 
difficult language to learn. Two language experts join Viewpoints this week to share the many frustrations of 
English and the rules at play today. Compliancy Issues Covered: Language, Communication, History, Spelling, 
Culture 
 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: A SOLID OSCAR CONTENDER 2:49 
Synopsis: We discuss director Chloe Zhao’s upcoming film, Nomadland that’s already generating a lot of buzz 
ahead of its December release. Compliancy Issues Covered: Culture, Film 
 
 
Saturday October 17, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: THE 12 MILLION UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS IN THE U.S. 7:24 
Synopsis: In 2016, President Trump ran on a platform that vowed to deport all of the undocumented 
immigrants in the country. However, four years later and this population is still relatively the same. Is it a 
practical plan to deport millions who have lived in the U.S. for more than a decade, are law-abiding and fill 
important jobs that would otherwise be vacant? Compliancy Issues Covered: Immigration, Law, Government, 
Culture, Economy, Deportation, Education 
 
SEGMENT 2: WHITE COLLAR CRIME: THE PLAYERS & ITS ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES 11:16 
Synopsis: Each year, white collar crime results in losses that range between 300 and 800 billion dollars. 
Comparatively, other street-level crimes only total 16 billion dollars. Despite the huge cost, we seldom hear 
about lasting consequences for corporate offenders. We explore the prevalence of white-collar crime in our 
country and the systems that allow this corruption to flourish.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Crime, Fraud, 
Economy, Finance, Politics, Law, Criminal Justice, History 
 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: HALLOWEEN 2020 2:58 
Synopsis: This year’s spooky festivities may look a little different on October 31st – and that’s okay. We share 
some of our favorite frightening films for the holiday. Compliancy Issues Covered: Culture, Tradition, 
Pandemic, Film 
 
 
 



Saturday October 24, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: HALLOWEEN 2020: THE KICKOFF TO THIS YEAR’S HOLIDAY SEASON 11:37 
Synopsis: Halloween is just around the corner, falling on Saturday, October 31st. this year. Whatever your 
plans are this weekend, it’s important to stay safe by following the recommended precautions. The holiday 
may look a little different this year, but it doesn’t have to be any less spook-tastic. Compliancy Issues 
Covered: Public Health, Tradition, Culture, Parenting, Mental Health, Child Development 
 
SEGMENT 2: EXAMINING THE DEATH-CARE INDUSTRY 7:24 
Synopsis: Planning for death is an important part of life. Getting your affairs in order and communicating your 
final wishes to your loved ones are two vital steps in this process. We speak with John Keith, the owner of 
Keith Monument, to better understand the field and some of the ways that COVID-19 has changed the way we 
celebrate life.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Death, Health, Family, Relationships, Business, Career, History 
 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: THE HAUNTING OF HILL HOUSE & BLY MANOR 2:36 
Synopsis: Mike Flanagan’s popular miniseries is back for a sequel with the Haunting of Bly Manor that was 
released earlier this month on Netflix. We dive into the two horror shows and determine if they’re worth the 
watch.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Culture, Television 
 
 
Saturday October 31, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: THE NATIVE AMERICAN VOTE: PLAGUED BY VOTER MARGINALIZATION 11:35 
Synopsis: There are more than 5.2 million Native Americans living in the U.S., yet only a small fraction cast a 
ballot each election cycle. What factors lead to this low turnout? Viewpoints speaks with two experts about 
how historical bias feels into the current challenges facing this group. Compliancy Issues Covered: History, 
Politics, Government, Human Rights, Voting Rights, Poverty, Race 
 
SEGMENT 2: GOOD MORNING ZOOM 7:52 
Synopsis: You may be familiar with the classic children’s book, Goodnight Moon, but what about Good Morning 
Zoom? One mom living in New York City wanted to help her children better understand the pandemic, so 
wrote a parody based off of one of their favorite bedtime stories. The result? A funny, yet realistic look at 
parenting and getting through this period. Compliancy Issues Covered: Literature, Parenting, Pandemic, Virus, 
Child Development, Technology 
 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: WATCHING FILM FESTIVALS FROM HOME 2:09 
Synopsis: We discuss the upsides of film festivals going digital this year as well as some of our favorite hidden 
gems in the lineup.   Compliancy Issues Covered: Culture, Film 
 
 
Saturday November 7, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: THE STATE OF CLIMATE SCIENCE IN THE U.S. 10:03 
Synopsis: According to the Environmental Protection Agency, greenhouse gases trap heat in the atmosphere 
leading to a warmer planet. The largest source of greenhouse gas emissions due to human activities is from 
burning fossil fuels like coal, oil and natural gas for electricity, heat and transportation. In recent years, the 
increasingly dry and warm climate in the U.S. has led to extreme fires, record drought and more severe 
hurricanes. So, what can be done to alter the path we’re currently on and make renewable energy (that 
results in less emissions) widely accessible for everyone?   Compliancy Issues Covered: Renewable Energy, 
Climate Change, Science, Diversity, Politics, Business 
 
SEGMENT 2: HOLIDAY SHOPPING 2020: DO YOU NEED TO BUY IT? 9:04 
Synopsis: Compulsive buying disorder affects around five percent of Americans. With prime shopping season 
fully underway, the number of ads and limited-time deals can lead to several unneeded purchases. We speak 
with psychologist, Dr. Michael Vilensky about how retailers get you to keep buying and what to do if you feel 
like you’re shopping is getting to be a problem.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Consumerism, Addiction, 
Personal Finance, Marketing, Psychology 



 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: THE LIFE AND CAREER OF CHRISTOPHER NOLAN 2:33 
Synopsis: Film writer, Tom Shone has released a new book, The Nolan Variations highlighting some of the 
lesser-known details about director Christopher Nolan and his films. Compliancy Issues Covered: Culture, 
Film, Biography, Career, Literature 
 
 
Saturday November 14, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: THE HISTORY OF FOOTBALL AS THE NFL CELEBRATES ITS 100TH ANNIVERSARY 9:57 
Synopsis: The National Football League was founded in 1920 – and it’s no surprise that a lot has changed 
since then. Viewpoints speaks with three sports experts about the evolution of the football industry, its 
humble beginnings and why the NFL is still so pervasive and popular in American culture.  Compliancy Issues 
Covered: Sports, History, Business, Career, Culture, Marketing, Race, Diversity 
 
SEGMENT 2: THE STATE OF SCIENCE 9:14 
Synopsis:  Before the pandemic, roughly 4 in 10 people across the world believed that if science didn’t exist 
their lives would be no different, according to a global survey conducted by 3M Corporation. We dig into this 
staggering statistic and how COVID-19 has altered people’s perception of the field.  Compliancy Issues 
Covered: Science, Career, Technology, Pandemic, Invention, Education 
 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: RE-EXPLORING OLD SITCOMS 2:30 
Synopsis: It’s a good time to tuck in and explore some of our favorite, most comforting shows. We discuss a 
few recommendations now available to stream.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Culture, Television, Streaming, 
Technology 
 
 
Saturday November 21, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: SURVIVING PARKLAND: THE PERSPECTIVE OF ONE TEACHER 9:57 
Synopsis: The 2018 massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High in Parkland, Florida was the deadliest high 
school shooting in U.S. history. A teen gunman opened fire killing 17 students and faculty and injuring 17 
others. Viewpoints speaks with high school teacher Jeff Foster who was there that day and is still an active 
voice in ending gun violence. Compliancy Issues Covered: Education, Politics, Law, Public Safety, Democracy, 
Weapons Safety 
 
SEGMENT 2: RELATIONSHIPS: THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE IN 2020 9:05 
Synopsis: Technology has shaped the way we stay in touch, fall in love and even have kids. Dr. Debora Spar 
joins Viewpoints this week to share how innovation affects several different aspects of our lives and what the 
future holds in this space.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Relationships, Technology, Parenting, Aging, 
Communication, Addiction 
 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: THE LIFE OF ALEX TREBEK 2:35 
Synopsis: Alex Trebek, the host of Jeopardy, passed away at age 80 earlier this month. We remember his 
finesse, humor, genuine personality and decades-long dedication to the popular game show. Compliancy 
Issues Covered: Culture, Television, Trivia 
 
 
Saturday November 28, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: THE EARLY AMERICAN DIET 11:49 
Synopsis: Throughout history - war, famine, economic instability has affected what we choose to buy at the 
grocery store. Even today, the pandemic has shifted our grocery shopping and eating habits. This week, we 
rewind back to the Great Depression, which forced millions of Americans to find new recipes and get creative 
with the limited number of ingredients they could afford.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Cuisine, Food 
Insecurity, Pandemic, Food Production, History, Health, Diet 
 



SEGMENT 2: I SPY DELICIOUS PIE 7:04 
Synopsis: Boozy Pecan, Cranberry-Pear, Banana Crème. The many flavors and textures of pie are endless. 
Just because Thanksgiving and all-things pumpkin have passed, doesn’t mean an end to sugary holiday 
sweets. Viewpoints speaks with cookbook author Ken Haedrich about the prevalence of pie in American culture 
and how anyone – at any skill level – can bake a delicious pie in no time.  Compliancy Issues Covered: 
Baking, Holiday Cooking, Literature, History, Culture, Hosting, Education 
 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: OUR FAVORITE PAGE-TURNERS 2:44 
Synopsis: The colder months are a great time to tuck into a new novel. We recommend a few of our favorite 
books that are easy to get through and will keep you hooked from start to finish.  Compliancy Issues Covered: 
Culture, Literature 
 
 
Saturday December 5, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: BECOMING STEVE JOBS 9:15 
Synopsis: Apple co-founder, Steve Jobs, was hailed as a genius and master innovator during his lifetime, but 
his career wasn’t always a smooth, upward trajectory. He failed many times and was eventually sidelined at 
Apple. We speak with one of his biographers about how Jobs changed his ways during this turbulent time, and 
how his experiences working with NeXt Computer and Pixar helped develop him into a savvier, more 
understanding leader.  Compliancy Issues Covered: History, Technology, Career, Business, Innovation, 
Leadership, Personal Growth 
 
SEGMENT 2: LIAR, LIAR: HOW TO GET TO THE TRUTH 10:05 
Synopsis: How do professionals question people to get the information they want? We talk to an expert in 
interrogation and lying on this subject, and how law enforcement and job interviewers use the same tactics to 
find out if someone may be lying to them. Compliancy Issues Covered: Psychology, Body Language, Career, 
Interrogation, Government, Office Culture 
 
SEGMENT 3:  CULTURE CRASH: WHEN TO QUIT THE BOOK YOU’RE READING 2:14 
Synopsis: When do you call it quits on a book that you just can’t get into? We discuss a few picks that are 
popular reads but just didn’t hook us enough to continue on.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Culture, Literature 
 
 
Saturday December 12, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: THE MODERN DIAMOND BUSINESS 8:04 
Synopsis: The northwestern coast of South Africa & Namibia has been a mining hub for diamonds since the 
1900’s. Local workers labor through long shifts and hazardous working conditions in order to feed their 
families. The pay? Roughly five cents per carat of rough diamonds found. While some may argue that the 
industry stimulates the local economy, once a company deems an area to be over-mined, it pulls out, leaving 
behind nothing for locals except ravaged land. Compliancy Issues Covered: Global Issues, Human Rights, 
Poverty, Corporate Greed, Environment, Business, Natural Resources 
 
SEGMENT 2: THE LASTING LEGACY OF ALEX TREBEK & JEOPARDY! 11:19 
Synopsis: Alex Trebek hosted Jeopardy! for 37 seasons until his passing last month from pancreatic cancer. 
The trivia quiz series is unlike any other show on TV – and some would argue that a big part of what made it 
so entertaining was Trebek’s talent for leading the game. We explore his career legacy and what’s next for 
Jeopardy!  Compliancy Issues Covered: Trivia, Entertainment, Culture, History, Death, Game Show, Television 
 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: THE QUEEN’S GAMBIT 2:12 
Synopsis: You don’t need to be a chess whiz to enjoy The Queen’s Gambit. Viewpoints explores the Netflix 
breakout hit featuring actress Anya Taylor-Joy.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Television, Culture 
 
 
 
 



Saturday December 19, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: THE TOLL OF UNENDING DISCRIMINATION 9:42 
Synopsis: Segregation not only divides cities but leads to divided people as well. It fuels biases against people 
who may look or act different than us, leading to generations of inequity and discrimination. Viewpoints 
speaks with social justice activist, Tonika Johnson about the many impacts’ segregation has had on the city of 
Chicago.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Race, Diversity, Community, Poverty, Segregation, Inequality, Bias, 
Education 
 
SEGMENT 2: WHAT ARE YOU GRATEFUL FOR? 8:50 
Synopsis: Thank goodness 2020 is just about over. While this year has been full of many challenges, it’s also 
made more Americans realize what truly matters and the importance of being thankful for even the littlest of 
things. As we all look ahead to next year and the habits we hope to cultivate, we discuss the benefits of 
practicing gratitude through writing.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Journaling, Writing, Self-Improvement, 
Mental Health, Pandemic, Psychology 
 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: REVISITING THE VIDEO GAME “THE LAST OF US” 3:03 
Synopsis: “The Last of Us” and “The Last of Us Part Two” both have intricate storylines set in a post-zombie 
apocalypse world that makes for adventurous and exciting game play. We dive into the creative development 
that sets this game apart. Compliancy Issues Covered: Gaming, Culture 
 
 
Saturday December 26, 2020 6:30-7:00AM 
 
SEGMENT 1: THE ON- AND OFF-STAGE BENEFITS OF PRACTICING IMPROV 11:34 
Synopsis: Getting on a stage in front of a crowd can be extremely daunting. But, taking a risk and trying 
something new may not only lead you to a new hobby but a renewed perspective on life. Improv comedy 
forces you to connect on a deeper level with others, as well as yourself through the collaboration, 
communication and confidence the performance art requires.  Compliancy Issues Covered: Public Speaking, 
Communication, Career, Workplace, Self-Growth, Hobby 
 
SEGMENT 2: GAME SHOW HISTORY 7:44 
Synopsis: Before the game shows of today, there were countless series of the past that defied our notion of 
showmanship. Full of grandiose props, charismatic hosts and the perfect, hand-picked contestants, these 
series kept viewers hooked till the very end and were (really) too good to be true. We discuss some of the 
most popular game shows in American history and how the industry has evolved over the last 70 years.  
Compliancy Issues Covered: History, Trivia, Television, Education, Government, Pop Culture 
 
SEGMENT 3: CULTURE CRASH: A FILM HOMAGE TO “THE TWILIGHT ZONE” 2:19 
Synopsis: We recommend the new movie, “The Vast of Night” now available to stream on Amazon Prime. It 
has the same vibes as “The Twilight Zone”, transporting viewers back to an entirely different time period.  
Compliancy Issues Covered: TV, Culture, History 
 
Viewpoints is produced by MediaTracks. Guest information for each of the above segments can be found at 
www.viewpointsonline.net  
 
 
American Radio Journal is a half hour weekly program exposing listeners to 
points of view not covered in depth, or in many cases not covered at all, by major 
media outlets.  Emphasis is on the political debate about public policies that affect 
the lives of every American.  Topics covered this quarter include:  
 
Saturday October 3, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
This week on American Radio Journal: Lowman Henry talks with Thomas Jipping of the Heritage Foundation 
about the judicial philosophy of Amy Coney Barrett; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real 



Story on the impact of the first Presidential debate; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine explains why 
Pennsylvania could be the Florida of 2000 in reporting election results; And, Col. Frank Ryan, USMC (Ret.) has 
an American Radio Journal commentary on social media civility. 
 
Saturday October 10, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
Lowman Henry talks with Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City College about 
his new book The Devil & Karl Marx; Scott Parkinson of the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the North 
Carolina U.S. Senate race; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine gets details of the CATO Institute's new report 
card on the nation's governors from Chris Edwards; And, Colin Hanna of Let Freedom Ring, USA has an 
American Radio Journal commentary on why Senate Democrats have paved the way for the confirmation of 
Amy Coney Barrett to the Supreme Court. 
 
Saturday October 17, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
Lowman Henry talks with Phil Kerpen from American Commitment about the need for rapid COVID-19 testing; 
Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the Amy Coney Barrett confirmation hearings; 
Eric Boehm of Reason magazine explains why election results may be delayed; And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the 
Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City College has an American Radio Journal commentary on the 
intolerance of the Left. 
 
Saturday October 24, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
Lowman Henry talks with John Fund of National Review about the potential for election fraud; Scott Parkinson 
from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on competitive U.S. Senate races; Eric Boehm of Reason 
magazine discusses Joe Biden and packing the U.S. Supreme Court; And, Col. Frank Ryan, USMC (Ret.) has 
an American Radio Journal commentary on the U.S. Postal Service.   
 
Saturday October 31, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
Lowman Henry talks with Keith Naughton of Silent Majority Strategies about polling and the 2020 Presidential 
Election; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on how to watch election results; Eric 
Boehm of Reason magazine learns how wealth redistribution plans really benefit the rich from Brian Riedl of 
the Manhattan Institute; And, Colin Hanna of Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio Journal  
commentary on why the Vice Presidential race is especially important this year. 
 
Saturday November 7, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
Lowman Henry talks with Charles Blahous from the Mercatus Center at George Mason University about 
reforming the Social Security system; Scott Parkinson of the Club for Growth has the Real Story on GOP 
gaining seats in the U.S. House of Representatives; Eric Boehm and Robbie Soave from Reason magazine 
discuss how pollsters got the election wrong again; And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith and 
Freedom at Grove City College has an American Radio Journal commentary on the roots of the pro-abortion 
movement. 
 
Saturday November 14, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
Lowman Henry talks with Robert Graboyes from the Mercatus Center at George Mason University about the 
latest Obamacare case before the U.S. Supreme Court; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real 
Story on the importance of the U.S. Senate run-off elections in Georgia; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine looks 
at the ongoing legal challenges in the Presidential race; And, Col. Frank Ryan, USMC (Ret.) has an American 
Radio Journal commentary on why the integrity of the U.S. electoral system is at risk. 
 
Saturday November 21, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
David Bradford of the 1620 Experience talks about the founding principles of the Plymouth Colony; Scott 
Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the federal budget; Eric Boehm from Reason 
magazine gets details from Jeffrey Singer of the Cato Institute on an at-home COVID-19 test; And, Colin 
Hanna from Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio Journal commentary on the importance of the 
Georgia U.S. Senate runoff elections. 
 
Saturday November 28, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
Lowman Henry talks with Ben Lieberman from the Competitive Institute about the environmental impact of 
electric vehicles; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the status of the Presidential 



election; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine has details on GOP victories in state legislative races; And, Dr. Paul 
Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City College has an American Radio 
Journal commentary on the impact of defunding the police. 
 
Saturday December 5, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
Lowman Henry talks with Thomas Jipping of the Heritage Foundation about packing the U.S. Supreme 
Court; Scott Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on a potential COVID-19 relief 
package; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine talks climate change policy with Josiah Neeley of the R Street 
Institute; And, Col. Frank Ryan, USMC (Ret.) has an American Radio Journal commentary on a return to the 
Obama Administration. 
 
Saturday December 12, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
Lowman Henry talks with Hans von Spakovsky of the Heritage Foundation about election law reform; Scott 
Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the federal budget; Eric Boehm from Reason 
magazine talks with Rob Johnson from the Institute for Justice about removing barriers to tele-medicine; 
And, Colin Hanna from Let Freedom Ring, USA has an American Radio Journal commentary on the Georgia 
U.S. Senate run-off elections. 
 
Saturday December 19, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
Lowman Henry talks with Will Rinehart from the Center for Growth and Opportunity at Utah State University 
about federal anti-trust action against big tech; Scott Parkinson has the Real Story on the Georgia U.S. Senate 
special elections; Eric Boehm of Reason magazine discusses the impact of a minimum wage hike in New York; 
And, Dr. Paul Kengor from the Institute for Faith & Freedom at Grove City College has an American Radio 
Journal commentary on that special Christmas of 1945. 
 
Saturday December 26, 2020 7:30-8:00AM 
Lowman Henry talks with James Carafano of the Heritage Foundation about Chinese wrongdoing; Scott 
Parkinson from the Club for Growth has the Real Story on the latest COVID-19 relief package; Eric 
Boehm of Reason magazine talks with Corey DeAngelis of the Reason Foundation about school choice 
restrictions in the COVID-19 relief package; And, Col. Frank Ryan, USMC (Ret.) has an American Radio 
Journal commentary on the disputed 2020 presidential election. 
 
American Radio Journal is produced by The Lincoln Institute of Public Opinion Research.  Additional 
information can be found at www.americanradiojournal.com 
 
 
PSAs air at least once an hour throughout the day, and at least twice an hour in morning and 
afternoon drive.  This is a sample of what was aired this quarter.  
 
2020 Census (many multiples, many locations – census extended through October) 
ADOT - local construction projects (multiples) 
ADOT – MVD – registration made easier 
Arizona Governor Doug Ducey (multiples concerning Covid-19) 
Arizona Opera – virtual events 
Arizona State University Cooperative Extension local webinars (multiples) 
Besh Ba Gowah – Museum reopening 
Canyonlands Health Care – Free Covid-19 Testing Blitz (multiples) 
City of Globe – Business Relief Grant (multiples) 
City of Globe – face masks required 
Cobre Valley Regional Medical Center (many multiples) 
Cobre Valley Republican Club (multiples) 
Cobre Valley Water Forum 
Connect Gila County (broadband access) – grants 
Connect Gila County (broadband access) – survey response solicitation 
COVID-19 miscellaneous (many multiples) 
CVCA – Festival of Trees 
Farmers Market 



Gila Community Food Bank (multiples) 
Gila County Community Services (multiples) 
Gila County Cooperative Extension – online gardening classes 
Gila County Government – Active Parenting Classes 
Gila County Government – Community Health Survey 
Gila County Government – First Fall Frost warning for gardeners 
Gila County Government – Prescription Takeback Day 
Gila County Government – Voting (many multiples) 
Gila County Health & Emergency Management – Vaccine Schedule (multiples) 
Gila County Health & Emergency Management – focus group 
Gila County Libraries – Free WiFi  
Gila County Libraries – monthly events (multiples) 
Gila County Public Health Department (many multiples – Covid-19 related) 
Gila County Sheriff – Covid-19 (multiples)  
Gila County Sheriff’s Debate 
Gila County Sheriff’s Forum 
Gila County Recorder – Voting (many multiples) 
Gila County Treasurer – Property Taxes Due 
Gila Proud – Cobre Valley Watershed Cleanup (Pinal Creek) 
Globe Christian Center – guest evangelist (multiples) 
Globe Historic Downtown – First Friday 
Globe Historic Downtown – Light the Town / Be The Light (multiples) 
Globe Historic Downtown – Meet The Authors 
Globe Historic Downtown – Save Our Downtown Shopping Spree 
Globe Public Library – December Events (multiples) 
Globe Public Library / Friends of the Library – Open House 
Globe Virtual Carved Pumpkin Contest 
Globe Virtual Halloween Costume Contest 
Help Heal Veterans 
High Desert Humane Society – Auction 
Homeless Coalition of Cobre Valley (multiples) 
McSpadden Christmas 
McSpadden Food Drive 
Miami Drive-Up Trick or Treat 
Miami Marijuana Cultivation Facility – retail expansion request 
Miami Memorial Library – Annual Outdoor Event 
Miami Memorial Library – Book Sale 
Miami Memorial Library - Hours 
Miami Memorial Library – Opening to the Public 
Miami – Veterans Day Celebration 
Payson – Trunk or Treat Parade 
Red Cross – Blood Drive 
Red Cross – Power Red Blood Drive 
Russell Gulch Landfill – Dollar Days suspended 
Salvation Army – Angel Tree 
Tonto Basin – Trunk or Treat Parade 
USDA’s Farmers to Families Food Boxes (multiples) 
USFS Tonto – Fee Free Days 
USFS Tonto – Fire Restrictions (multiples) 
USFS Tonto – Horton Fire 
VFW Post 1304 – Chicken Dinner (multiples) 
We Tip anonymous crime hotline 
White House Corona Virus Task Force – multiples 
 
Placed in the public file by Rollye Cornell on Tuesday December 29, 2020. 
 
 


